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5ben•l>,Oliy Killed a Swan 
A news story, reporting the illegal killing of ' a whistling S'Wan, ealls the bird rare in this · region. Thougli the swan are by no means as common as ~ey used to be, it perhaps would be more exacl to say that nowadays they are only occasional Scarcely a season passes with-out an individua). or so of this early migrant ies chodsing to remain on Sauvies island, or ' elsewhere in the lowlands, instead of continuing loud vo-yage to the aretic lifi'Ht.ens, which are the immemorial breeding grounds !)f their kind. n is probable, too, that the whistling swan are increasing, for they seem of more frequent ·report in the region these last few years. The whistling swan of the news item had been wounded by an unk1;1own hunter, and was found near the mouth of the Clackamas. Taken to the home of the naturalist, William Finley, the bird seemed in prospect of recovery, but died soon afterward. In these instances predic-tion is apt to be faulty, for the eye of the wounded waterfowl is bright, its bearing alert, almost to the instant of death. The story tells that the state police are searching for the hunter, and one wishes them luck, but there is faint hope that he ever will be found. His pun-ishment, if he is sensitive, as many hunters are, will be to reflect that he killed the bird need-lessly, so destroying something of living beauty, and that the death he gave it was lingering and sad. 

It isn't because the natives of the far north harry the whistling swan on its nesting grounds -as they do of old custom- that these great birds have been near to extermination. The nestlig area of the specie$ comprises a wide exp · ntry, ~r too extensive for thorough plundering- by the nest-raiding native. Then, too, since the whis-tling swan is one of the earliest of migrants, most of its nesting season is passed in a period of deep snow that is too soft for traveling. It is apparent that we cannot blame the simple abo-rigines for any threat to the survival of the spe-cies, nor may we attribute its comparative scar-city to the appropriation of its breeding range for plowland. In the instance these threadbare excuses no longer will serve. 
Here is a bird, of no value at all when killed -since it is too tough for table--whose beaut dignity and size made it the target, until W e-came closely protected, of every eager hunter with a gun. Wild swan! Because the bird was beautiful the Co\llltf;vside passed sentence of death upon it. l~ '$tiltes, when the great wt.ite cloud-fafers were forced down by sleet 
w~ ~ed ~ wings, t&e villagers feli- J.a.P® 'them with clubS and all manner of weapons. It couldn't happen today- not for reason of law alone, but because of an improved public educa-tion in these matters. Still, as the instance at tests, there are those wllo lust to kill a wil swan. 
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